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Welcome to 
GHS

Timetables are
some of the most
difficult things to
understand in our

opinion, let us help
you understand!

Year 7

Hello!
 I'm Jade :)

Hello you guys!! :DD It's me Jade again and this
newsletter is all about introducing the uniforms,
timetable, diary, and belltimes. As I would know,
some of you guys are probably freaking out as of

right now when you see everything that you need to
know for high school. As a piece of advice though, I

certainly wouldn't worry about it :) Us year 7s picked
it up quickly. You might also be freaking out about

the uniforms and sizes and where to get it like I
know some of you are. I can assure you that there is

nothing to worry about. One day on the GC a link
will be put out for the uniform shop which is right in
the foyer of the school hall and there will be a guide
to sizes as well. Here, there are formal and sports
uniforms which are pretty self explanatory. The

picture to the right features girls' formal uniform at
the top, boys' in the middle, and the unisex sports
uniform at the bottom. The girls' formal (normal

everyday uniform) has a light blue blouse, and a skirt
- which you can wear stockings under - or girls'

shorts or girls' slacks (pants). With this uniform you
can choose to wear the summer jacket, which is

thinner, or the winter jacket which has more
insulation, or the knitted dark blue jumper. Boys'
uniform consists of a light blue button-up shirt,
shorts OR long pants, and the same options of

unisex jumpers. You must also wear black leather
shoes with the formal uniform. Can't wait to see you

all next year :D and shoutout to my GPS gems ;)

"girls" uni

"boys uni"

Sports uni



Hi again I'm
Aishling!

HELLOO AGAIN
 Its Grace :))

Helloo my little year 6s! This week's
newsletter is probably one of the most
important newsletters you will receive
from the transition team this year, and

I will be telling all of you guys about
your diary which will be a key

component in Year 7.  At the start of
the year you will receive a diary filled

with useful assignment and homework
trackers and calendars to help keep
track of your life in and outside of

school. Not only is your diary a great
way of keeping track of your week, it is
also helpful to keep track of bell times,

merits, head teachers and absent
notes. BUT one of the most important
things you will receive in your diary is

your timetable. Timetables will be new
to you as you are not used to reading

one and going to different classes each
period, but not to worry! The first few

weeks of school your teachers will take
you around to your classes to help you
get used to where your classes are, and

another tip is to take a photo of your
timetable so you can quickly check
where, when and what class is next.

Now Aysha will explain all about your
timetable in greater detail :)

Hello again! A lot of you probably
remember me from last week,
but instead of routes I will be

telling you guys about bell times.
These are probably one of the

most important things you need
to remember. Aysha created a
detailed video that comes with

this newsletter but let me make it
simpler. Bell times can be

difficult to get your head around
but all you need to know is that
on Wednesday week B you will

finish 25 minutes earlier at 2:45
and periods 4 and 5 are merged

to either enrichment or
languages (you will learn more
about this later on.) You also

have an assembly for period 2.
You can find bell times at the

front of your school diary, which
Grace will now explain. 



Type in 'Gosford parent
portal'

Click the first blue link
Login to sentral

As you can see some areas on
the timetable have 2 of the same
classes in a row, this is referred

to as a double period. Aside from
sport you will only have one

double period. If your teacher is
ill or can't make the class then it

will be changed on Sentral. So
make sure you have some friends

that use Sentral to warn you if
you prefer a paper copy like me!
You can access your Sentral by

following these steps:

Example Timetable:
ITS ME AYSHA

AGAIN!!!!

Hi, again year 6 (future year 7s)!
I'm here again because of how

amazing I am, to teach you about
some of the most important
parts of knowing your way

around Gosford High. When I
first arrived, I was extremely
confused when looking at my
timetable, I couldn't tell lunch
from period 3, decide whether
black or white socks were more
appropriate uniform and why we

had 25 minutes less of school
every second Wednesday, but

the classes still felt like they were
going on for just as long! While

I'm not saying the last Transition
team did a bad job teaching us, I

would just like to say that we
have tried very hard to think
back to us as Minecraft and

ROBLOX addicted year 6'ers and
create a fitting media to entice

you all and inform you of how to
get to each class on time and

where to go. Timetables are used
to help you travel to the correct

classrooms, they have many
different features allowing you to

identify the different teachers,
classrooms and subjects. Make

sure to watch our video again, we
worked quite hard on it and

would appreciate compliments!  



WELCOME TO GOSFORD
HIGH

WELCOME TO GOSFORD
HIGH

Hiii guys!! My
name is Maia :)  

Heyy guys! I’m Maia, and I’m stoked to be a part
of the transition team. The change from primary
school to high school is filled with every emotion
possible. Its daunting, exciting and everything in

between - but don’t worry! We are here to help :) 
 

Changing into sport or PE uniform can be
confusing at first. The uniform is the same for

both of these subjects. It is unisex: a polo shirt,
shorts or sport trackpants. You also need to wear
sneakers with the PE uniform (any colour is fine.)

My advice is if you have PE/sport first period,
getting changed before the bell goes, so you
don’t need to do it during the actual period.
Same goes if you have it 3rd or 5th period -

change toward the end of recess or lunch to give
yourself some extra time. There are two change
rooms, one for boys and one for girls, each next

to the toilet blocks. Changing in and out of
uniform also means that you need to carry it

around with you. We don’t have lockers at our
school (yet!) so if you can't fit uniform and shoes

in your bag, most people bring a bag to carry
those things. (A re-usable shopping bag or tote

bag is perfect.) 
There's a catch though: every Wednesday, you
can wear your sport uniform for the whole day.

Don’t ask me why, something to do with the
other years having sport on the same day (I don't

know to be honest)….but its a benefit for us! 
I know this is a LOT of information for you guys
to take in, but it will all make sense after you’ve

done it a few times, and teachers will be
understanding if you forget to bring uniform in

the first week or so. Can’t wait to meet you all! I
hope you love it here as much as we do! :) 

 

just letting you know
this photo was not 
 intended to look so

cool hehe
<----

 
( ft Grace, Maia and

Carter )

Boys' Formal uniform and
Sport uniform

Jumper options Girls' Formal uniform

Boys' Formal uniform



Hey there! I'm
Eva!

Change Rooms
--------------------------

( the boys will not have stalls in the
change rooms but will have a bench

and a wall ) 
 Hi year 6! At this point I’m guessing

you know most of the info about your
new school, although something I

found a bit tricky to get used to were
the bell times. First of all, a common
misunderstanding about bell times is
just because the bell went and you
just left your classroom does not
mean you get a mini-recess. The
time in-between periods is quite

literally a war of “who will get to their
next classroom without being

trampled over and tripped at least 6
times in the hallways” (trust me, a lot

of the older students will be
completely unaware of your

existence as you’ll be pushing
through the crowds desperately
trying not to be late to your next
class) and the best way to safely

make your way to your next class is
to PACK YOUR BAGS ON TIME. The
earlier you leave, the sooner you’ll

arrive. To achieve this (some
teachers may not like this) but try
and be packed and ready to leave
about 1-2 minutes before the bell

goes. But on the serious note, it may
be overwhelming at first but after
one or two weeks, it’ll become the
new norm and very soon you and

your friends will be laughing about all
the awkward (and embarrassing )
moments you’ve had as you were
trying to settle into high school. 



 
You’ll get the rush of attempting to
not be trampled through everyone
racing to make it to class on time.

With no mini-breaks we are
however left with scrambling but if
you ever get confused or lost, we’re

always here to help!
 

Diaries
Diaries are essentially your little

help book with school rules, journal
entries, goal tracking, assessment
planners and articles discussing
important topics like travelling,

online safety and studying! I used
my diary almost everyday, and it's a

great introduction into a habit of
tracking your time and documenting

daily experiences. 
 

Timetables 
Timetables, timetables, timetables!
One of the things that was the most
exciting and confusing for me was

timetables. The constant struggle of
remembering what class I was in
next, with what teacher I had and
even which week it was, made me
late a few times… So, I ask you to
please ask if you’re lost! It may be

daunting to ask a senior where your
class is but it’s so worth it rather
than getting a dirty look from a

teacher sprinting in 5 minutes late.
Even us year 7s next year are

always happy to point you in the
right direction! 

Why Hello There,
My Name is Lucy

>:)

Hello little year 6s (year 7s in less than
six months though), my name is Lucy and
I’m a year 7 currently attending Gosford

High School! It’s so amazing to finally
meet you all, and I still can’t believe

you’re all going to be in the position we
were at the beginning of the year! It’s
scary, I know! However, I hope this

week's newsletter has taught you some
valuable tips for your first few weeks at
Gosford (I sure wish I had these). But I
would like to end this on a summary of

all the tips and tricks that were taught in
this week’s edition.

Uniform
Primary school uniforms aren’t much
different to high school! We represent

our school through items such as
blouses, skirts, button-up shirts, slacks,
shorts and an (extremely comfortable)

sport uniform. Our uniform shop caters
to a multitude of sizings as well as

gendered and unisex fittings. Just make
sure to wear the right socks! 

 
Bell Times

Bell times are similar to primary school
but every hour is the schedule now! At
the end of each period (each lasting an

hour e.g 9:10 - 10:10)   



Here are a couple more group photos
 ( ft. Carter, Max, Oscar, Rushan, Shabaig, Sirisha, Hayley and Grace Hull

also from the transition team. )
-------------------------------------------------------

In conclusion, we hope the information displayed here today has
assisted you in learning more about our uniform, bell times, student
diaries and timetables! We can’t wait to see you all and wish you all

the best <3.
---------------------------------------------------------

 Signed, 
Jade, Aishling, Grace, Aysha, Eva, Maia and Lucy

 
Gosford High School Week 3 Transition Team


